TURIN
ARTISSIMA
OENOLOGY
GASTRONOMY
TRILOGY OF PLEASURE
Just in time for truffle season, this first edition will take us
to Turin for a few days to experience Italian art,
gastronomy and winemaking.
Let's meet at the 2018 edition of Turin's Artissima art fair.
Through a few exclusive meetings and tours, we will be
able to appreciate the wealth of the private contemporary
art collections, which form an integral part of
Piedmontese art of living.
A region of rolling hilltops at the foot of the Alps,
Piedmont is one of the key areas of Italian gastronomy
and winemaking.
White truffle and Barolo, two treasures of the Langhe
area, naturally add to its renown. But many other marvels
await us in the cantina and wine estates of this blessed
region...

From 2 to 5 November 2018

JUDITH SOURIAU
An art critic and consultant specialised in contemporary art, Judith Souriau has worked
for several museum curators and events (Centre Pompidou, Nuit Blanche, etc.). In
particular, she has been publishing in Art Press, CANVAS (Dubai) and the Cahiers du
Musée national d’art moderne (Centre Pompidou art journal) since 2008.
After managing Art Paris Art Fair (Grand Palais) VIP Relations, Judith Souriau created
Untitled Consulting to share her expertise with collectors and corporates. She provides
advisory and analysis to help her clients getting the best of today’s international
creation.
In 2018, La Fugue and Untitled Consulting joined forces for a series of original journeys,
offering an enlightened look at the artists, networks and secrets of the art world.

YOUR TRIP
FRIDAY 2 NOVEMBER – PARIS / TURIN
Upon our late-morning arrival in Turin, we will go to Artissima contemporary art fair, where our art advisor Judith
Souriau will present her favourites and the essential works of this 25th edition of the famous Italian contemporary art
event.
We will settle into our rooms in the late afternoon.
Exceptionally, a very reputable private club will open its doors to us for dinner, which will be an opportunity to taste
some of the region's finest wines.
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SATURDAY 3 NOVEMBER – TURIN
In the morning, we will visit one of the greatest Egyptological collections in the world at the Academy of Sciences. We
will then visit the Museo Ettore Fico, a former abandoned factory converted into a contemporary art museum.
Lunch in a well-known gastronomic institution of Turin, then free time in the early afternoon.
Later that day (early evening), we will enjoy a private view of to the Artuner 2018 project with the young collector and
entrepreneur Eugenio Re Rebaudengo.
After the visit, we will share a cocktail dinner with internationally renowned collectors, especially invited by La Fugue
and Untitled Consulting to discuss about the issues of an art collection today.

Luca Bertolo

Collezione Ettore Fico

SUNDAY 4 NOVEMBER – TURIN / BUSCA / MONTEMAGNO
Not far from Turin, the hills of the small village of Busca house the astonishing Gaïa collection, the fruit of Bruna and
Matteo Viglietta's passion for 20th century art. It comprises more than 100 works that we will discover privately.
Over lunch, just a few kilometres from Busca, you can feast your eyes on the region's diverse landscape before
discovering an exquisite former silk factory.
In the evening, we will head to Montemagno, the castle of Count Ascanio Calvi di Bèrgolo, which is one of the most
beautiful castles in Piedmont. There, we will share a large dinner with a focus on truffle, in the company of the site's
owners.

MONDAY 5 NOVEMBER – TURIN / PARIS
In the morning, a prestigious contemporary art collection will open its doors specially for us.
We will then be welcomed to the brand-new Nuvola Lavazza, recently awarded for its innovative and environmentfriendly architecture.
Lunch, then late-afternoon departure for the airport.

YOUR ACCOMMODATION
GRAND HOTEL SITEA (****) – 3 NIGHTS
Ideally located in the heart of the Turin of the Risorgimento, just a few steps from the Piazza Castello, the Grand Hotel
Sitea is a leading institution that combines elegance with warmth. The staff is efficient, likeable and discreet in equal
measure. Spacious and comfortable rooms.

PRICE PER PERSON
Basic double room package: €3,490
Supplement for single room: €240
The price for this trip includes: Paris/Turin return flight in economy class • accommodation at the Grand Hotel Sitea
with breakfast for 3 nights • tourist tax • the tours and transfers mentioned in the programme • Judith Souriau's
expertise • all meals (beverages included) • repatriation insurance.
The price for this trip does not include: extras.
A guide will accompany you on this trip.
Registration deadline: 15 July 2018.
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